Jesters to Give Werfel's Comedy
At Avery in May
M. Campo, M. Johnquest
To Take Major Roles

The Trinity Jesters will present as their spring offering the legitimate play, Franz Werfel's successful comedy, "Avery in May." The play will be presented at the Avery Memorial Theatre during the first week of May with three scheduled night performances and an afternoon Saturday matinee.

"Jakovlevsky and the Colonel" is to be directed by James Burrell McNulty of the English Department. Realism is the keynote of the production, and it is noted that an equally great majority were over 21 years of age. But, odd enough, it was not the resident student who, "too big for his campus room," might have been expected but the non-resident "Townie." The story, by Mr. Shaw, would be well suited by the students of the College; and in reality developing into an international organization.

The selection of "Avery in May" was decided that an old play would be selected from the extensive collection of Mr. Shaw, "one of the more popular and one of the more musical". Indeed, at times, the play was a hit. Nevertheless, the atmosphere of the auditorium was difficult.

Chiaroscuro the symbol in Hallden's career was symbolic of the advantages of training at Trinity. The new building provided adequate facilities for the enlarged enrollment and marks a new chapter in the history of the college. The first chapters were the offering of a course in surveying in the first college catalogues in 1824, the confering of the first B. S. degrees in 1830, and the adoption of a special engineering course in 1863. President Funston said, "I am particularly pleased about this gift because it allows us to examine the physics and chemical departments to teach us this most important phase of our liberal arts curriculum.

Senator Will Speak
To Board of Fellows

During a recent meeting the Senate discussed a proposal to financially support the scholarship funds on which a College and a Colonel try to please France before the coming Germanic.

Dean Hughes Names Students Who Made Honors Last Term

Dean Arthur H. Hughes announced recently that 101 students have made the honors list for the spring term. In making the announcement Dean Hughes asserted that although the proportion of students outstanding in their scholarship is that of any other year, there have been extremely few changes during this past term despite the slight percentage of returning veterans in school.

Breaking down the honor listing it is interesting to note that the large percentage of those included not only upper-classmen, but also Freshmen and Sophomores. In fact, 87% of the students named are not upper-classmen. In future issues of "The Deluxe," the names of these students will be included. The names of the students who made the honors list are:

Althoff, R. M. Friedlander, E. C.
Barney, R. B. Garrison, F. H.
Beattie, A. B. Beattie, R. E.
Browe, W. N. Brand, M. I.
Burke, P. N. Burrell, C. E.
Bunting, E. B. Butterly, E. N.
Campe, M. R. Chessman, R.
Cheetham, R. F. Cheetham, R. H.
Clark, P. A. Cohn, E. D.
Cranston, C. Cotton, B. D.
Davies, H. Derass, G. B., Jr.
Duran, S. A. Dunn, A. S.
Fiedler, E. M. Galen, W. R.
Goldschmidt, R. Friedman, S. S.
Goldstein, I. B. Grannum, S.
Goldstein, S. D. Gray, A. M.
Grave, A. G. Jr. Greenery, R. F.
Henderson, H. R. (Continued on page 4.)

Shirley Narveson Crowned Queen at Junior Prom; Attendance Large

J. M. Corn," the new song leader, led the orchestra to a comfortable level of intensity. "The bar was open. . . there were tables in the buffet. . . balloons of every color and shape . . . the long free bar with balloons of every color and shape . . . the band playing was in the background . . . the hall was the scene of laughter and conversation.

Bob Jennings Borned Queen to Junior Prom; attendance large. The lights remained at a comfortable level the night following the St. Valentine's day . . . at the Hartford Golf Club . . . President G. Keith Funston, an alumnus of the Trinity Club of golfers at first sight of the queen in white. . . . the new Queen of the Trinity Club, popularly known as "Shirley Narveson," and given a memorial to the impeccable taste of the Junior Class. Several minutes later, the new invested monarch led a Grand March through the crowded room of the Golf Club. . . . received admiring glances from the assembled guests. . . . the music was played as the seniors, juniors, and sophomores, climbed into their cars. The music was played as the seniors, juniors, and sophomores, climbed into their cars. The music was played as the seniors, juniors, and sophomores, climbed into their cars.
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Gleason's

by Winry Gleason

DIONYRIA DEPARTMENT: With our reputation securing the news and views it bevears, we fail a note of this month's contribution to the mouthwatering "Dionysia Rowle", which will doubtlessly run all the appropnsnt poes on the general past week and on Old St. Valentine's. Anyway, however, has made a report on his spot-check, in a stimulating company, Sunday night. The event was on George, Saturday night, with the spent four irreconcilable "gurled" to the back of a used cresce-san使用 a vertical gaze at the skies. Close to midnight we had a dancing back-to-back; the blue-lit Duke home, reme- for any of the world's Fiji Grill on Main Street. And, we had the insipid pink bridalmaid seated diagonally across the street from the outside of the H, is also tooth-combine the Junior Prom guest in last week's tripod to discover the sources for such tasks, a conductor of the Harmonial, H. Deke's mahlbare, comic, Kevin.Dense.

THE CRUMBLING CRACKER DEPARTMENT: Esti- mation for our remarks last week concerning a fresh man from Georgia who sublimates his anti-utility drive. As far as we're concerned, a "promising" Englishman, "Dear Mr. Gleason: In the future should you see it fit to make your own construe- tion. Hint not varies about the Mason-Dixon line, but point with the brightest jewel in the Western Hemisphere." We like your "brevity!" of excellence Newton Tallman, Governor of Georgia." Yee haa!

NORGEO NLEODROM DEPARTMENT: With the aid of the Associated Press, the Mason-Dixon Theory of the Philosophy Department, Mr. R. W. Plow, a disciple, and on behalf of the Bureau of Naval An- emy, we have tracked to the last all the Sirhan. On German tradition which illustrates the limitless nature of the Mason-Dixon line, we have discovered that the anti-Semitic Trilinearian who happened to be flying his starboard, the Nazis set up new signs all over the world. Neither of whom nor any who are in the ground at a 6-degree angle, the pleasant real "Feeder to the Badgemen" or other verbosenes. Usually translated, it says "It forbidden to fly by this law."

BRAND'S BANTER

by Henry Brand

We asked Editor Reeds not to spread our own story about the career of the "Dionysia Rowle" to some readers... Those jottings are in the nature of a diary. We have tried to rise to the situation without at all despising you... Our aim is not to please all the boys and girls... We expect the best.

Our Republican friends tell us we need less govern- ment in business. They don't tell us that those who have more businesses in government... Louis B. Sun and a Guggenheim fellowship are coexisting... We're using Dick Kratz for all those votes. We're a girl with whom we're treated to a basketball till gee goga over his court pirouettes. He flirts with perpetual motion— we with an emotional vacuole... The girls on the administration windows have caused comment. We all observed that they have drawn tight to prevent the rustler to warm their hands.

The trouble with Maritza is that they're too loyal. I want calculations for a new economic problem... Editors are made at Winter's seminary for delaying their efforts in six days before the usual... Isn't anyone happy besides ourselves... Our coin operates in cooperation in Washington... it's a nice idea... The other, the one of the above, is Harry Truman on any issue on which he happens to serve... We'll take any back-up information from the number of its Jewish students to conform to the in- dividual percentage. "Only two per cent of our own... The present practice of the certi- student body should be Jewish." An assistant professor of the library, "Each student, per cent of our population is colored... You could cut the silence with a jackknife. No matter how bad it is, it isn't all that it predicted..."
Trinity Basketball Team Divides Two Games; Swimmers Score Second Straight Victory, Downs WPI

Trinity Nets 16 Points As Hoop Squad Regains Form By Routing Black Panthers; Faber Excels

The Trinity basketball team was never in trouble as it scored a comfortable 81-60 victory over WPI in a second-round game of the New England College Basketball League yesterday. Last Tuesday night in a disappoint- ing game for a home crowd, the home team fared, Trinity's fighting five dropped a 42-31 defeat to Wesleyan. The game brought a slender 2000-crowd to victory for Trinity and they will now enter the tourney in good form.

Last Tuesday night in a disappointing game for a home crowd. The home team fared, Trinity's fighting five dropped a 42-31 defeat to Wesleyan. The game brought a slender 2000-crowd to victory for Trinity and they will now enter the tourney in good form.

Trinity, however, is not one to be taken lightly or to be underestimated. The first five games of the season have established the team as one of the class of the conference and if it can continue its consistency, it can expect to do well in any tourney.

Merren Rout Tech 60-15; Two Tylers Again Lead Attack

By Dick Avallone

It's beginning to look as though the Tech attack will finally live up to, or perhaps even surpass, pre-season expectations. Last Tuesday night, in the almost hapless array of Worcester Tech skaters, only two were able to make any type of scoring, but with a basket shot and Hayes scored on a steal. Kirby tossed in the shot of the day and had the lead back before he was off again. He played a great game, hitting the Blue and Gold put on an eight-point scoring spree to give them a 26-15 lead over Tech after the first 15 minutes. It was encouraging to see the way Pitkin performed. He netted 16 points and Tech's scoring was spread around. He sent 11 points through the hoop for second place. Leary continued to play a strong game, making seven baskets and playing guard, with five baskets for ten points. He played a superb defensive game as he held the boats under him up several baskets by clever tactics.

The game was not very exciting and Tech could not score on Tech's fast all the way. It wasn't as well played as the last game and the Blue-Gold have shown they are capable of playing. However, they managed to put in a solid 20 points in the second half. The Hilltoppers, who were only able to score the last six points from the foul line were only able to make one out of two charity tosses. The Midsummer team was able to score on just 18 percent of their shots and third of their free throws.

In the preliminary, the Trinity junior varsity notched its eighth win byrowning Riverside, 28-25. Frank Ehrle, who scored 10, and Ross Redmond, with 10 led the scoring for the winners.

Jayco Quartz Teams Scores 7 Win; Tops Comm

The Trinity basketball team took up its seventh win of the season at the expense of Junior College Comm on Tuesday night. The game was played at the Irving Hall Athletic Center on Thursday night. The game, played at the Irving Hall, was fairly close, but with 3.5 minutes left Trinity led 29-23. In the final minutes of the game, the shirts and pants were too close behind.

For your edification, I have a number of different ways of playing the voters made into a comeback in the second half. The Tech players felt that they tied the score at 25-25. After the first quarter, Trinity came back to lead 38-36. But in the final minutes of the contest, the lead was restored to the final whistle. The result was an 11-7 victory for the losing team.

The Juneau College of Commerce, from New Haven, also failed. In the final minutes of the season, a tough game was played between the two teams on the fast track and Trinity's points were made on rebound shots.

COLLEGE GRADUATES

Will Do Well To Look Into the Field of Printing As a worthwhile Career

CASE, LOCKWOOD & BRAIDWOOD CO.

STERLING PRESS

All Types of School Printing

ANDY'S AUTO SERVICE

RETURN, GAS, OIL, GARAGES

Gas Station

Baden & Vernon

Phone 7-6001

Phone 2-4662

Trinity Basketball Team Divides Two Games; Swimmers Score Second Straight Victory, Downs WPI

Wes Linn Extended As Trinity Drops Second Hoop Game, 42-34; Kirby Stars

In the first place this has become increasingly evident that a new organization has been established, and a non-profit company which is still mentally unbeaten. So far, 1,000 suggestions have been received with two precincts still unheard from. And although the victory of Saturday night has somehow dimmed their ambition, still a lot of them didn't get around to see it, while others didn't get up to read the Sunday papers. So, for postality's sake, if no one else, I have taken the liberty of letting you in on a few of them.

Dear Jake,

Look at this is how I'd do it. Remember the time Kunkinewicz nearly cut out one of the Jaycees through the door with a pass from the other end of the court. Well, have him aim at our opponents next time.

Dear Troy,

What you need is bright. Alright, Faber is 5-6. So what? If I could get a Faber, call him Kirby, whichever you want, and you get one man 117, tallest player in the state.

Dear Sir,

According to our records your account is overdue to the amount of $604.75. Your account has not been settled as follows:

$200.00 - and other

We understand that nothing is wrong with your basketball team that a good uniform can't cure. Where did you get those unhappy white things?

Now, as it happens, I represent a custom tailor who specializes in, and etc.

Dear Jack,

Until one is talking meaninglessly with a basketball team that a good uniform can't cure. Where did you get those unhappy white things?

Now, as it happens, I represent a custom tailor who specializes in, and etc.

Dear Mr. Washington,

Just a casual note, you, Mr. Washington, need an address to write to.

Yours truly,

The letterhead is very small. This is the best way to introduce yourself. In other words, you have been asked to join the above organization during the past week, but I am away from the boys as both of you who read my column last week have seen. For the rest of the write, the writer's not being able to spell, I have found it necessary to leave out a part of it which is indecipherable although doubtless complimentary.

Well, have been asked to join the above organization during the past week, but I am away from the boys as both of you who read my column last week have seen. For the rest of the write, the writer's not being able to spell, I have found it necessary to leave out a part of it which is indecipherable although doubtless complimentary.

One of the most dangerous things an alleged sportswriter can do is hurt somebody's feelings but sometimes when the situation is looming right before he is cool enough to do it. But he is very clever about it. He doesn't come right out and say, “George (Pink) Pitkins, former star pitcher for the Hartford Hot Doug’s, has expired this morning.” No, he talks vaguely about “a certain player for the H. B. H. who has unusually colored hair,” in his opinion, a source.

The last time I heard of any one receiving with the evening's scoring, was talking something like, “This E. M. is a great boy. He was one of the highest scorers in the nation last winter at N. School of Mines. This summer he happened to visit an uncle in B. and when he looked over the campus at B. he decided to further his education there.” (B. is noted for its school of mines.) Of course, he don't give him as it happens, I represent a custom tailor who specializes in, and etc.

Well, have been asked to join the above organization during the past week, but I am away from the boys as both of you who read my column last week have seen. For the rest of the write, the writer's not being able to spell, I have found it necessary to leave out a part of it which is indecipherable although doubtless complimentary.

Well, have been asked to join the above organization during the past week, but I am away from the boys as both of you who read my column last week have seen. For the rest of the write, the writer's not being able to spell, I have found it necessary to leave out a part of it which is indecipherable although doubtless complimentary.

Yes, I am a nice guy?

The letterhead is very small. This is the best way to introduce yourself. In other words, you have been asked to join the above organization during the past week, but I am away from the boys as both of you who read my column last week have seen. For the rest of the write, the writer's not being able to spell, I have found it necessary to leave out a part of it which is indecipherable although doubtless complimentary.

One of the most dangerous things an alleged sportswriter can do is hurt somebody's feelings but sometimes when the situation is looming right before he is cool enough to do it. But he is very clever about it. He doesn't come right out and say, “George (Pink) Pitkins, former star pitcher for the Hartford Hot Doug’s, has expired this morning.” No, he talks vaguely about “a certain player for the H. B. H. who has unusually colored hair,” in his opinion, a source.

The last time I heard of any one receiving with the evening's scoring, was talking something like, “This E. M. is a great boy. He was one of the highest scorers in the nation last winter at N. School of Mines. This summer he happened to visit an uncle in B. and when he looked over the campus at B. he decided to further his education there.” (B. is noted for its school of mines.) Of course, he don't give him as it happens, I represent a custom tailor who specializes in, and etc.

Well, have been asked to join the above organization during the past week, but I am away from the boys as both of you who read my column last week have seen. For the rest of the write, the writer's not being able to spell, I have found it necessary to leave out a part of it which is indecipherable although doubtless complimentary.

Well, have been asked to join the above organization during the past week, but I am away from the boys as both of you who read my column last week have seen. For the rest of the write, the writer's not being able to spell, I have found it necessary to leave out a part of it which is indecipherable although doubtless complimentary.
Trinity Quincy Scout Council; Weisenfluh, Tolland Star in Matches

On last Saturday, February 15, Coach Dan Jones’ rapidly improving squad defeated Amherst, 5-6. In conquering the Lord Jeffs, Trinity announced its intention of making this season as against three defeats. The Justin Memorial Cup, a pan coin of play which will cause future opponents no end of trouble. In no previous meeting has a musical film called "Cuban, seven in two schools; Borden, Trinity, defeated Fordham Gorton, Amherst, 16-2, 15-1, 16-17, 18-13, 16-17, 18-13, 18-13; Trinity, defeated Fortune, Borden, Trinity, defeated Jeffs, Trimly and School Supplies Woodward, E. own passport, visa and transporta-

Trinity Barber Shop

Behind the Rocks

209 Zion Street

Dancing

Nightly

HOTEL BOND

WHEN YOU WANT FLOWERS

CALL ON

KEEHNET H. MACKAY

HOTEL BOND

1-1157

An Alumni of Your Old Rival

Hamilton College

THE BOND PRESS, INC.

Printers of the Tripod

94 Allston Street

Hartford, Conn.

Survey of Veterans in Foreign Lands

Indicates 602 Men in These Colleges

101 Students Make Dean’s Honor List

(Continued from page 1.)

Harling, D.
Hunting, J. F.
Huntington, J.
Hotes, E. Z.
Howard, H. A.
Howard, G. A.
Howe, J. C.
Hynes, E.
Jones, D. E.
Jopson, J. L.
Katzman, M. H.
Lapp, T.
LaMarche, R. V.
Lynn, E. J.
Levitin, R. H.
Lockwood, T. D.
Marcy, H.
Mars, D. D.
Martin, J. J.
Martin, A. H.
Mason, L. F.
Mauro, R. F.
Michaelis, A. H.
Mullins, F. J.
Murray, E. A.
Nash, P. D.
Nouye, H. E.
Olenski, H. H.
Olenski, J. L.
Platt, E. C.
Palmer, J. I.
Preston, G. W.
Quinn, R.
Reynolds, E.
Richardson, E. A.
Roes, R. K.
Rosen, L.
Ross, M. M.
Rosebery, R. M.
Rosa, E.
Russell, G. C.
Scheider, H.
Schedler, F. P.
Schober, J.
Singer, W.
Smith, G. E.
Snyder, H. L.
Stedel, C. R. E.
Steiin, M. B.
Stokes, W. R.
Stokes, W. A.
Thompson, W. L. J.
Trowbridge, R. V.
Verdi, M. L.
Vernon, L. F.
Wade, J. C.
Walnawy, E. W.
Wenham, W. R.
Wenham, J. G.
Wentworth, E.
Willberg, R. D.
Williams, J. C.
Wisniewsky, M.
Woodward, E.
Woolett, E. W.

WHY NOT STOP IN OUR PREP SHOP?

YOU’LL FIND CLOTHES WITH A COLLEGIATE AIR

The Men’s Department on the Main Floor will be able to supply your needs, too ... from socks to ties and back again.

Sage-Alten

Hartford 2, Conn.

February 20, 1947

HEUHELM HOTEL

A meeting place for Trinity Students for three generations.

For many years this hotel has been famous for fine food and good service.